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PRELIMINAR_"-EXPERI]_,-IE_S-TO "_R_MINE- ': SCALE AND SLIP

STREAM EFFECTS ON A 1/24TH SIZE MODEL OF A JN4H
"ll'lb 11" "II'_'IF ]1 _W'I

........ -_ :. .- By D, L, BACo_

SUMMARY.

The following report giyes lift, drag,-an_i lo_[tudlnal moment values obtained in (eats of
a particularly accurate model over a wide range of speeds. A measure of_the _lip stream cor-

rectior_s on lift and drag f9rces w_s obtained b:: tim use of a p0wer-driven model propell0r.

The res_l!ts are g ...... :. p _,plotted, to ether with corres ondin- free flight data from Report No. 70,
against the parameter I'L ...............

Measurements were also made of forces amt longitudinal mo(.ments for-all angles from
3 o0 ° to 60 ....

This work was_u_nder.taken at the Langley Field Aerodynamic Laboratory of the_ N.ational
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to obtain results one small m_ode:[era complete airplane
which might be used for comparison with correspo_nding tests made in full flight. Somewhat
similar te_s_tshave been previously reade at yarious o_her !aboratorj.es; ' brat, as certairtdi_grep-
ancies exist betweev corresponding tests in different tunnels, it has been deemed advisable to
obtain a direct comparisort fo_r this particular installation.

The present work covers tests on a 1/24th scale model at speeds varying from 8.7 m.:'sec.
(15 m. p. h.) to 40,2 m.'se¢. (90 m. p. h.). A slip stream correction has been obtained by the
use of a small belt-driven propeller mounted in fl'ont of the model, and force coefficients thus
obtained are c.ompared with the measurements of the same forces made in full flight on a geo-

metrically similar airplane. -: :
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.

Those re_eareheswere carried out baan N. P. L. type balance 2 in the 5-foot wind tunnel at

Langley Field,_ The model was built to the mean of actual measurements taken from the .two
full-size ai_p[a--n¢s with which itS. eharac_ristics are compared. The aluminum _:ings are every-

where within-.002" of ,the. specked o_inates, the body and wheels within .010", the engine
¢ompartmept and engine are-accti_;ately represented and tt_e radiator,-made of a perforated
5ra.ss plate, is s0proportioned -that its resistance per unit area is equal to that of a full-sized
r_d.mtor, This fact.wasprope_rlT:v_rified by a special test of the radiator alone. The air passing
through the radiat0r cir.cu|ates _5out the sump of the model engine and lear:ca the compartment
i_l the same manner as with the full-sized airplane. The tail _urfaces are-cambered:and the
ttrl_ts are _ s.cale.
- - The tri_ss arid control wires-have been omitted from the model, as have also the control

horns, because th._ resistances of t_ese parts can more readily be measured in full-sized tests of
the individual members. This numerical addition of a-separately determined drag has been
fully justified by other experiments which show the interference effects to be negligible.
The resistance of these omitted parts, amounting -to .036 kg./m./sec, at full scale, or about
20 per cent of the total drag at low angles, has therefore been calculated by mear_s of the usual

coe.fficients, _ and added .to._t.he values of drag as measured ............... :

,_,,b_y,_tt/o_.:.*.._.s_,.:c.A.'_.'_U_,_.
_For deacrlption see N. A. C.A. _eport No. 72, .....

*U. s.Navy Aircraft Design D_ita, ." -
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As serious difficulty was encountered in previous experiments with deflection of the model
and balance spindle, while testing at high speed% a system of wire bracing was adopted which
held the model with great rigidity in the desired position. Although this bracing proved
highly satisfactory, the internal stresses in the model became so high at 90 m. p. h. (40.2 m./sec.)

that it was thought incompatible with the safety of the model to

Tor/_ZdSUpport, increase the:speed beyond this point.

' , , p " "g " d
/__ ensuring that the Y axis of the airplane remains parallel to the axis of

I J [ the balance.

/ I'] 1_ While determinlng lift and drag forces a second method of wire

_ _ I _ _ : bracing illustrated in Fig. 2 Was employed. The mast =was retained on
::= _/ . t_ _ the upper wing tip, and from it one wire was lead directly to the drag

,°_]/ _ 11 /"_, arm of the balance and another to the antiIift arm. An equally simple
_/ _ [ __ method could not be used, however, on the lift arm because of inter-

_o .. r. . .
_o/ _ _ _/_ ference with the lower wing. In place of this, wires leading from the
/ o _ Jl_ model and from the lift arm were spliced to a ring which in turn was

r_o7.-._1 _t ,,pro_mt _a supported by a wire from the wall of the chamber. It is obvious that if
d_gru,s, the line of action Of thiSiaiter wire passes through the pivot of the

• . balance and if it lies in: the plane of the lift arm the tension in the wire adds somewhat to

the stabillty of tt_e balance t)Ut d_es not otherwise affec t its readings. In aligning these
wires no painstaking =measurements need be made of their various angles, the position of the
external fastening need only be adjusted by trial until a change in the tension in the wire

o 2o :40 .9_0 BO /.00
o .o4 -z o ÷a 8 12 .oo

" Angle _fo/l_clr * i * t .R_d,G_soFprz_,_elle'r J
...... ........ " : Fro. 5.--Explaration of slip stream of model propellers, sec_o_

F_o l.--Results of model tarts at VL--22,5 _ VL- ]6.5 M, P. tI. X ft, one diamel.er [m]und propel]er_ _=:- : ± : .

......... -The"crude-])U-t-safisfactory device used to reproduce slip stream effect upon the model

_ _ .... =.... := _I [ /l!consisted of a belt-driven ball-bearing Spindle Carrying a _/4 wooden propeller in its proper

_ position relative to the model, as shown in Fig. 3. Because of the relatively low speeds at which
the propeller was driven it was necessary to use a comparatively steep pitch and wide blade in

By Transfer

Navy Dept,
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order to obtain the desired slip stream velocities. A propeller geometrically similar to that
used in full flight would require a rota.tional speed Varying from I5,000 to 40,000 r. p. m., which
was above the range available w.hen these t_sts w@e made. The high pitch of the propeller
used undoubtedly increased the rotation of the slip stream

V" _'L f:./4 :
but this is of relatively small importance, _pparatus is _o 5,_ _;2 70 89
now being developed for turning a model propeller at ':'_ _: i--_--1--_--n
strictly proportionate speeds. [' ! I 1 , I I J [-- ! ,,, D.'_,*ernT/_, :._ tD I

Two different propellers were used ha_ different /.5 - _.... _o, co,,_,_,i,_._.,'-_....
pitches. In order to determine the actual slip stream i ] f,o_,'-o,,,en-I
velocities (V,) a complete traverse of the slip stream area ] -_[- i
was made, one diameter behind the blade, and the Square z4'
root of the mean value of t_ 2 when plotted ageJnst the
square of the distance from the propeller axis in terms of z7

the radius, taken as the nominal slip stream Vel0ciLy (see v=
Fig. 5). v

Ir

In order to determinethe appropriate values of _-_

for all angles of flight, a similar explbrati0n was made of /5'
the slip stream in actual l]ight, taliing simultaneous read-
ings Of I, tL, and r. p. m. of the propeller. This was I ,

done under two conditions of flight, namely, horizontal =2:4
flight in which the thrott,le iswide Op-en-at maximum ' I

sp_ed, gradually, closed......until tti_, s.peed of niin-imum power 4.3'-
is reached near i -6 _, and then opeiibd _,]d6 ;_t miMmum ..... [ i_._J
speed. The second series was made at wide throttle, ,.6o,_ao _;,,, 4o _o oo
beginning with high speed horizontal flight, the.n piffling ..... _,,,,:/eor_/,,_c/_, i o
the airplane up through its entire range of climbing Fm.6.,Sl!p._treamyclcvit_.f_rom!rceqlfh._te._ts.

angle_ and ending:with minimum speed in horizontal flight. The two curves thus intersect

at maximum and minimum flying speeds. The value; of :I_..- _ _ thus determined are, plotted

against both angle of attack and flying speed in Fig. 6. A few points computed on the basis
of tlie momemtum theory are plotted for comparison. : _ ' , :

In measuring tt_e lift and drag increments caused by the slip stream; a constant tunnel
speed of 13.4 m./sec. (30 m, p. h.) was maintained and a number of different slip streamspeeds

A_,#e ofot_oc/,, i ° --- produced by changing t be rate of revolution

__k l__l
.z., I. 5

,1, __--_: ':!-- __ _ and t.o ciiinb :i(;ith wide opefi:t.hrottie have

been u._ed.- -TheSe a're sho_;h iff Fig. 7, Wh_re
"__ 8 the force inerem_,nt-_*due to,th(, Slip-streamih

¢ - per cent of the f0rceor_ tlie model withqu t slip._Wt,tt¢__ _-_]--1 stream is plotte(t against the a@e of art;acid:.

0 80 70 60 50 45 40 ....... ACCURACY OF DATA.

V- MIP. I-L

Fp}. 7.--lneremen_ s e:_.t,sc:d by slip stream. Lift, am! drag measurements have a pr/'ciS-
ion of approximately 1% except for drag values

near the angle of maximum L,
D whet?, the error !n drag ma)_ be as great as 3%, dueto inherent

difficulties of meiisurement.- ..................................

63189 --21 ----2 ........................ :
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Air speed measurements during these tests were made by means of a side plate orifice
previously calibrated against the N': P. L. standard pitot tube belonging to the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, assuming a constant
n_, _

.4 .6.8/ 2 4 68/0 ,:7 40 60

I Id J_
-- 8/0 20 40 GO /00 200 400

VL = M.,D.Hx Ff

1_,3. S.--Change in L, with change in VL.

of 1.00. The steadiness of flow was of the

order of =i=1% at all speeds.
Spindle drag and interference corrections

were obtained by the method outlined in N. A.
C. A. Technical Note No. 37. The additional

drag of the bracingwires was determined by re-
moving the model and supporting these wires
from an extension spindle. No interference
effects due to the wires could be detected.

In order to get an idea of the change in

angle of attack through warping of the model at
high air speeds, the upper end of the top wing
was observed through a telescope. The warp
was estimated at one-fourth of one degree.

The difficulty of accurately measuring
either drag force or angle of attack during full
flight tests, especially in the neighborhood of
maximum and minimum flying speeds, is such
that serious errors may be introduced. It is,

therefore, possible that the values given in report No. 70 of lift on the full size airplane are
no closer than 5% and that the corresponding drag values may be 20% in error?

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

A representative set of curves for a single speed is shown in Fig. 4. The heavy lines shown
on this chart are those of standard wind tunnel tests and do not include either slip stream or

stay wire corrections. The corresponding
dotted lines indicate the effect of adding cal-

culated drag for parts not included on the
model and the increase in both lift and drag
forces due to th_ slip stream. Emphasis
should be laid on the very considerable in-
crease in drag when climbing, caused by the
slip stream. The customary method of cal-
culating the rate of climb by the formula:

Rate of climb in ft/min. =
33,000 × (Reserve horsepower)

To_al Weight of airplane

where reserve horsepower is taken as the
difference between the horsepower required
for;horiZontal flight and the thrust horse-
power available, usually gives a rate of climb
considerably higher than that realized in
actual flying tests. This is evidently due
to the failure to consider the higher slip
stream velocity obtained under climbing
comlitions, r _G. 0.--Change in D, with change In VL.

The absolute ilft and drag coefficients and the _) ratio are plotted against the scale of test

in Figs: 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The scale VL is expressed in both metric and English units,

..... V being the reiailve speed in meters per second or miles per hour and L the length of the wing
Since these tests were made, much more accurate instruments have been devised which will soon provide comparatively accurate full

Icale data.



FIG, 1.--MODELSET

UP FOR MOMENT
RUNS.

FIG. 3.--MODEL SET UP

FOR SLIP STREAM
CORRECTION.
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chord in meters or feet. The series of points on the right-hand side of the chart represent full

flight conditions as obtained by a vcra_ng the measurements given for airplanes 1 and 2 of
Report No. 70.

A critical region of flow will immediately be noticed at 16 ° for VZ = 1.4 m?/sec. At lower

scale values for this angle of attack turbulent flow occurs with consequently reduced lift and
increased drag. That either type of flow may exist at VZ = 1.4 m.Z/sec, is indicated by the fact

that while measuring drag the break came at
/7").2

a somewhat higher speed and while measuring vL = _-_.
lift it occurred sIightly below. .4 .5 _8 / __ 4 5 8 ,v _0 40 60

It app_a_rs from these curves that both __ ]-_-_I'_-'---r -.__7
force coefficients decrease with increase of VL 7[_2ii_ j ],, i,J_._=:

atlowscalev.h,os,,vh leat valuesof

greater than ].Omfl/sec. tholifteoe_cientre-5_?__!![_' _--_..u_4 ,,,-- .--- - . --

mains constant within the limlts Of experi- $_6 i_i_i -_" ]!1 ] ] _ _.
Dmental error. If the full scale drag measure-

ments can be trusted the drag coefficients for

small angles continue to decrease slowly with
increase of scale? All of the force measure,

meats were made with the elevators set neu-

tral. This procedure is justified by the curves

given in Fig. 12, which show that in steady

flight the elevators are never far enough from

= .40 WOO4 6 8./0 ,.0 EO /00 200

F[s. 10.--Change in L/T) wit;h change in VL.

neutral to appreciably affect the total force on the machine except at the very highest angles of

attack. In the neighborhood of 16 ° the clevator must be pulled up to its highest position,

thus greatly adding to the resistance of the airplane. Unfortunately. no direct measurements

of this increased drag were made under slip stream conditions, but those made without slip
stream indicate this elevator drag increment to be in the neighborhood of 25% of the total

drag at 16 ° angle of attack.

In order to determine whether a simple exponential equation could be derived for the drag
coefficient in terms of VL the drag curves were replotted on full logarithmic coordinates. The

resulting lines, however, were not straight and no further mathematical analysis was attempted.

/0
O

.....

_lx -5_o

s _

VL = deC.

/5 2.0 2.5

/0 /2 14 /_ /8
VL= /'?._Hx Ff

Fm. th--Pitchiug moment about h_,Idihg spindle. (_talIingmomeatisp_x_i_ive.)

The lift being constant with respect to
L

VL, D becomes inversely proportional

to the drag coefficient and for normal

flying angles continues to improve at

thc highest speeds of the model tests.

The effect of elevator drag corrections

would bc to make the 12-degree and

16-degree model tests at high VL agree

closely with the full scale.

Fig. I], Wj/ is plotted againstIn

VL for the range of model tests only,

as no strictly comparable full flight

data arc at present available. The

readings at VL = 1.40m.Vsec. do not lie

on the curves and indicate either that the model was incorrectly aligned during this run or that

some irregularity of air flow occurs at this speed, either as a peculiarity of the model or as an inher-

ent characteristic of some part of the wind tunnel installation. With this exception the moment

coefficients about the balance spindle decrease _5th great reg01arity as the speed of test increases.

The elevator angle required at 13.4 m./.sec. (30 m. p. h.) to produce zero moment about the

C. G. or to trim the model is plotted in Fig. i2 against the same angle determined during full

W, Margoulis, CrUical Review of Aeronautical Works. 6510 NAC/i.
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• ght. There may be some doubt regarding these latter values, as they were interpolated from
a series of trimming angles at different engine speeds in order to get conditions of zero thrust

which would simulate wind tunnel tests without slip-stream. The curves given show that it
may he necessary to lower the elevator somewhat more than

_°tL.._I _i _ [, [ _ _ No attempts have yet been made to determine the effectof slip stream while measuring moments on models.

i 0 [__ i_ jt___j-I---_--_, +'_ While doing the above work one run w,_s made at 13.4
+/°_ _-- . m./sec. (30 m. p. h.)in which the angle of attack was

i . ,°

corresponding chan_,es in lift., dr_g, _, and moment about

4,e L____L__L_____!_-L_-_[ _ _-J the limits of 0°and 18°, stalling and pancaking occurs roughly5°[--[---|--_j_j- I _x,_l the C. G. for this test. Normal flight is confined between

_ LL_L_L__L_I ! 1__ from 18° to 90 °, tail sliding near 160 ° and sustained upside
o ° e ° 4" 6" 8" /o° /e" 14° /6° do_xm flight near 320 °. It will be noticed that the lift has a

Angle vf qf/_-ck. (

s,,;. _2.-Te,;ts,,ithou__ipst_. remarkably high peak at 170 ° and a corresponding 5 of about

6, but the airplane Js very unstable in this posit, ion, wtdch anyone will acknowledge who has

snapped out of a long tail slide.
The minimum gliding angle during a tail slide would be cot -_ 6.0 or 9½°, and that during

an inverted glide cot-' 2.7 or 20 °. In this position the stability is almost neutral and it is evi-
dent that prolonged glides in this position are by no means difficult; in fact, they might be made
unpleasantly easy by slightly increasing the angle of the tail plane.

 ooo -

LLL___I_ LzLL k\.L_L2__I_I_ J_ I..____[_JL_E_'.
i _- -,_l , _ ] 1 i6 6"00 - :...... [-'_-' _- -.Z _.x--L ......

+eg-zoo %- [i'/

IL:O 200 ,_z:'O_'.lO £'80 280 300-3ZO 349 t) 20 dO 60 80
. A.'._,Q' of ch"OC¢';

. FItL t:I.--F<)rcoS and nlemlents f_ll _:o._tlplete g'.-._,tI[ tllO¢,]ol :ll'OlIIl(l 360 _.

CONCLUSION.
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it appears from .the data here presented that by choosing model test conditions so that
IZ is great:er than 1.200 m._/sec. (8.8 m. p. h. x ft.) the lift of a full-size airplane of a type anal-
ogous to tl_c JN 4!I may t)e predieled within the usual accuracy of fuli-seale me._surements.

The "ecurac,- of the dra,-' nrediction can not be ft01y determinod from these tests, a._ sufli-

ciendy precise free-t]iffht data arc lacking. " It seems proDable that minimum drag may be esti-
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mated within 10 per cent, but that drag at Tn-[g_an_l_s:may be considerably in error unless proper
corrections are made for elevator drag. . ......

The additional labor of reproducing slip str.eam effects upon the model is undoubtedly
justified when accurate results are required, as it eiiminates the n-ecessity of making several
doubtful assumptions preparatory t_) ti_e usual slip stream correctioncomputations.

Preparations are now being made to increasetl_e acctiracy ()f _d_-_h_gi_tdrag determinations
to a degree wh__ch wi_ make them comparable wit!_ iaboratory tests,-Not.untl! then Wil! it _be
possible tosay Whetl_er extreme exact_t_udein mo_lelmaking maybe rewarded by propOrtiOnately

accurate, ab.so.lute v_ues., appl!cab!¢_ to_fu!I scale airp!anes, or even whethe r the relat!_e order of
merit of a series of small models will be maintained in actual practice,
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